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Abstract—Data stream classification poses many challenges to the data mining community. In this paper, we address four such major

challenges, namely, infinite length, concept-drift, concept-evolution, and feature-evolution. Since a data stream is theoretically infinite

in length, it is impractical to store and use all the historical data for training. Concept-drift is a common phenomenon in data streams,

which occurs as a result of changes in the underlying concepts. Concept-evolution occurs as a result of new classes evolving in the

stream. Feature-evolution is a frequently occurring process in many streams, such as text streams, in which new features (i.e., words

or phrases) appear as the stream progresses. Most existing data stream classification techniques address only the first two

challenges, and ignore the latter two. In this paper, we propose an ensemble classification framework, where each classifier is

equipped with a novel class detector, to address concept-drift and concept-evolution. To address feature-evolution, we propose a

feature set homogenization technique. We also enhance the novel class detection module by making it more adaptive to the evolving

stream, and enabling it to detect more than one novel class at a time. Comparison with state-of-the-art data stream classification

techniques establishes the effectiveness of the proposed approach.

Index Terms—Data stream, concept-evolution, novel class, outlier

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

DATA stream classification has been a widely studied
research problem in recent years. The dynamic and

evolving nature of data streams requires efficient and
effective techniques that are significantly different from
static data classification techniques. Two of the most
challenging and well-studied characteristics of data streams

are its infinite length and concept-drift. Since a data stream is
a fast and continuous phenomenon, it is assumed to have
infinite length. Therefore, it is impractical to store and use
all the historical data for training. The most obvious
alternative is an incremental learning technique. Several
incremental learners have been proposed to address this
problem [8], [5]. In addition, concept-drift occurs in the
stream when the underlying concepts of the stream change
over time. A variety of techniques have also been proposed
in the literature for addressing concept-drift [20], [6], [11] in
data stream classification.

However, there are two other significant characteristics
of data streams, namely, concept-evolution and feature-
evolution, that are ignored by most of the existing
techniques. Concept-evolution occurs when new classes
evolve in the data. For example, consider the problem of
intrusion detection in a network traffic stream. If we
consider each type of attack as a class label, then concept-
evolution occurs when a completely new kind of attack
occurs in the traffic. Another example is the case of a text
data stream, such as that occurring in a social network such
as Twitter. In this case, new topics (classes) may frequently
emerge in the underlying stream of text messages. The
problem of concept-evolution is addressed in only a very
limited way by the currently available data stream
classification techniques. We investigate this problem in
this paper, and propose improved solutions. Our current
work also addresses the feature-evolution problem in data
streams, such as text streams, where new features (words)
emerge and old features fade away.

Masud et al. [17] address the novel class detection
problem in the presence of concept-drift and infinite length.
In this technique, an ensemble of models is used to classify
the unlabeled data, and detect novel classes. The novel class
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detection process consists of three steps. First, a decision
boundary is built during training. Second, test points falling
outside the decision boundary are declared as outliers.
Finally, the outliers are analyzed to see if there is enough
cohesion among themselves (i.e., among the outliers) and
separation from the existing class instances. But Masud
et al. [17] did not address the feature-evolution problem.
The feature-evolution problem is addressed in [14], which
also addressed the concept-evolution problem. However,
both [17] and [14] have two drawbacks. First, the false alarm
rate (i.e., detection of existing classes as novel) is high for
some data sets. Second, if there is more than one novel class,
they are unable to distinguish among them. In this work, we
propose a superior technique for both outlier detection and
novel class detection to reduce both false alarm rate and
increase detection rate. Our framework also allows for
methods to distinguish among two or more novel classes.

We claim four major contributions in novel class
detection for data streams. First, we propose a flexible
decision boundary for outlier detection by allowing a slack
space outside the decision boundary. This space is con-
trolled by a threshold, and the threshold is adapted
continuously to reduce the risk of false alarms and missed
novel classes. Second, we apply a probabilistic approach to
detect novel class instances using the discrete Gini Coeffi-
cient. With this approach, we are able to distinguish
different causes for the appearance of the outliers, namely,
noise, concept-drift, or concept-evolution. We derive an
analytical threshold for the Gini Coefficient that identifies
the case where a novel class appears in the stream. We
empirically show the effectiveness of this approach. Third,
we apply a graph-based approach to detect the appearance
of more than one novel classes simultaneously, and
separate the instances of one novel class from the others.
Finally, our proposed approach addresses the feature-
evolution problem on top of the enhancements discussed
above. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work
that proposes these advanced techniques for novel class
detection and classification in data streams and addresses
feature-evolution. We apply our technique on a number of
benchmark data streams including Twitter messages, and
outperform the state-of-the-art classification and novel class
detection techniques.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses the related works in data stream
classification and novel class detection. Section 3 briefly
discusses the existing novel class detection technique and
Section 4 describes the proposed feature space conversion
technique. Section 5 then describes the novel class detection
approach using the conversion technique. Section 6 presents
the experimental results on a number of data sets. Section 7
discusses conclusions and future work.

2 RELATED WORK

Most of the existing data stream classification techniques
are designed to handle the efficiency and concept-drift
aspects of the classification process [2], [1], [20], [23], [11],
[8], [5], [6], [7], [24], [21], [4], [13]. Each of these techniques
follows some sort of incremental learning approach to
tackle the infinite-length and concept-drift problems. There
are two variations of this incremental approach. The first

approach is a single-model incremental approach, where a
single model is dynamically maintained with new data.
For example, [8] incrementally updates a decision tree
with incoming data, and the method in [2] incrementally
updates microclusters in the model with the new data. The
other approach is a hybrid batch-incremental approach, in
which each model is built using a batch learning
technique. However, older models are replaced by newer
models when older models become obsolete [20], [3], [23],
[11], [5], [6], [16], [10]. Some of these hybrid approaches
use a single model to classify the unlabeled data (e.g.,
[23]), whereas others use an ensemble of models (e.g., [20],
[11]). The advantage of the hybrid approaches over the
single model incremental approach is that the hybrid
approaches require much simpler operations to update a
model (such as removing a model from the ensemble). Our
proposed approach not only addresses the infinite length
and concept-drift problems but also concept-evolution and
feature-evolution.

Another category of data-stream classification technique
deals with concept-evolution, in addition to addressing
infinite-length and concept-drift. Spinosa et al. [19] apply a
cluster-based technique to detect novel classes in data
streams. Their approach builds a normal model of the data
using clustering, defined by the hypersphere encompassing
all the clusters of normal data. This model is continuously
updated with stream progression. If any cluster is formed
outside this hypersphere, which satisfies a certain density
constraint, then a novel class is declared. However, this
approach assumes only one “normal” class, and considers
all other classes as “novel.” Therefore, it is not directly
applicable to multiclass data stream classification, since it
corresponds to a “one-class” classifier. Furthermore, this
technique assumes that the topological shape of the normal
class instances in the feature space is convex. This may not
be true in real data. On the contrary, our approach does not
assume convex feature space of a class, and can handle
multiple classes.

Yet another category of data stream classification
techniques address the feature-evolution problem on top
of the infinite length and concept-drift problems. Katakis
et al. [9] propose a feature selection technique for data
streams having dynamic feature space. Their technique
consists of an incremental feature ranking method and an
incremental learning algorithm. In this approach, whenever
a new document arrives belonging to class c, at first it is
checked whether there is any new word in the document. If
there is a new word, it is added to a vocabulary. After
adding all the new words, the vocabulary is scanned and for
all words in the vocabulary, statistics (frequency per class)
are updated. Based on these updated statistics, new ranking
of the words is computed and top N words are selected. The
classifier (either kNN or Naive Bayes) is also updated with
the top N words. When an unlabeled document is classified,
only the selected top N words are considered for class
prediction. Wenerstrom and Giraud-Carrier [22] propose a
technique, called FAE, which also applies incremental
feature selection, but their incremental learner is an
ensemble of models. Their approach also maintain a
vocabulary. After receiving a new labeled document, the
vocabulary is updated, and word statistics are also updated.
Based on the new statistics, new ranking of features is
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computed and top N are selected. Then the algorithm
decides, based on some parameters, whether a new
classification model is to be created. A new model is created
that has only the top N features in its feature vector. Each
model in the ensemble are evaluated periodically, and old,
obsolete models are discarded often. Classification is done
by voting among the ensemble of models. Their approach
achieves relatively better performance than the approach of
Katakis et al [9]. There are several differences in the way that
FAE and our technique approach the feature-evolution
problem. First, if a test instance has a different feature space
than the classification model, the model uses its own feature
space, but the test instance uses only those features that
belong to the model’s feature space. In other words, FAE
uses a Lossy-L conversion, whereas our approach uses
Lossless conversion (see Section 4). Furthermore, none of the
proposed approaches under this category (feature-evolu-
tion) detects novel class, but our approach does.

Masud et al. [17], [18] propose a classification and novel
class detection technique that is a multiclass classifier and
also a novel class detector. It uses an ensemble of models to
classify the unlabeled data. A decision boundary is built in
each of the models during training. If any test instance falls
outside the decision boundary, it is considered as an outlier.
If enough outliers are found that have sufficient cohesion
among themselves, and separation from the existing data,
then a novel class is declared. But this approach does not
consider feature-evolution. In our previous work [14], we
addressed the feature evolution problem. However, this
approach yields high false positive (false-novel class
detection) rate and false negative (missed novel class
detection) rates in some data sets because of rigid decision
boundaries. Furthermore, if more than one novel class
appears at the same time, it cannot distinguish among them.
In a later work [15], we also addressed this issue by
proposing flexible and dynamically adaptive decision
boundary for outlier detection, as well as methods for
distinguishing more than one novel classes. However,
feature-evolution is not discussed in [15]. In this paper,
we extend this work by addressing feature-evolution,
elaborating the algorithm for dynamic decision boundary
and the algorithm for detection of multiple novel classes.
Besides, we add two more data sets apply the technique on
more than one stream sequences for each data set and take
the average result. We also assess the sensitivity of our
approach to different parameters, and report the running
time and scalability of our technique, which were not
discussed in the previous work.

3 BACKGROUND

To make this paper self-contained, we briefly describe the
existing novel class detection technique proposed in [17].
Here, the classifier is an ensemble of L classification models,
fM1; . . . ;MLg. At first, the terms novel class and existing class

are defined.

Definition 1 (Existing Class and Novel Class). Let M be the

current ensemble of classification models. A class c is an

existing class if at least one of the models Mi 2M has been

trained with class c. Otherwise, c is a novel class.

The data stream is divided into equal sized chunks. The
data points in the most recent data chunk are first classified
using the ensemble. When the data points in a chunk become
labeled (by human experts), that chunk is used for training.

The basic steps in classification and novel class detection
are as follows: Each incoming instance in the data stream is
first examined by a outlier detection module to check
whether it is an outlier. If it is not an outlier, then it is
classified as an existing class using majority voting among
the classifiers in the ensemble. If it is an outlier, it is
temporarily stored in a buffer. When there are enough
instances in the buffer, the novel class detection module is
invoked. If a novel class is found, the instances of the novel
class are tagged accordingly. Otherwise, the instances in the
buffer are considered as an existing class and classified
normally using the ensemble of models.

The ensemble of models is invoked both in the outlier
detection and novel class detection modules. The outlier
detection process utilizes the decision boundary (to be
explained shortly) of the ensemble of models to decide
whether or not an instance is outlier. This decision
boundary is built during training (see Section 3.1). The
novel class detection process computes the cohesion among
the outliers in the buffer and separation of the outliers from
the existing classes to decide whether a novel class has
arrived (see Section 3.2). The following sections discuss the
training and classification phases more elaborately.

3.1 Training Phase

A k-NN-based classifier is trained with the training data.
Rather than storing the raw training data, K clusters are
built using a semi-supervised K-means clustering, and the
cluster summaries (mentioned as pseudopoints) of each
cluster are saved. These pseudopoints constitute the
classification model. The summary contains the centroid,
radius, and frequencies of data points belonging to each class.
The radius of a pseudopoint is equal to the distance between
the centroid and the farthest data point in the cluster. The
raw data points are discarded after creating the summary.
Therefore, each model Mi is a collection of K pseudopoints.
A test instance xj is classified using Mi as follows: Let h 2
Mi be the pseudopoint whose centroid is nearest from xj.
The predicted class of xj is the class that has the highest
frequency in h. The data point xj is classified using the
ensemble M by taking a majority vote among all classifiers.

Each pseudopoint corresponds to a “hypersphere” in the
feature space with a corresponding centroid and radius.
The decision boundary of a model Mi is the union of the
feature spaces encompassed by all pseudopoints h 2Mi.
The decision boundary of the ensemble M is the union of
the decision boundaries of all models Mi 2M.

Once a new model is trained, it replaces one of the
existing models in the ensemble. The candidate for replace-
ment is chosen by evaluating each model on the latest
training data, and selecting the model with the worst
prediction error. This ensures that we have exactly Lmodels
in the ensemble at any given point of time. In this way, the
infinite length problem is addressed because a constant
amount of memory is required to store the ensemble. The
concept-drift problem is addressed by keeping the ensemble
up-to-date with the most recent concept.
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3.2 Classification and Novel Class Detection

Each instance in the most recent unlabeled chunk is first
examined by the ensemble of models to see if it is outside
the decision boundary of the ensemble. If it is inside the
decision boundary, then it is classified normally (i.e., using
majority voting) using the ensemble of models. Otherwise,
it is declared as an F -outlier, or filtered outlier. The main
assumption behind novel class detection is that any class of
the data has the following property.

Property 1. A data point should be closer to the data points of its
own class (cohesion) and farther apart from the data points of
other classes (separation).

If there is a novel class in the stream, instances belonging
to the class will be far from the existing class instances and
will be close to other novel class instances. Since F -outliers
are outside the decision boundary, they are far from the
existing class instances. So, the separation property for a
novel class is satisfied by the F -outliers. Therefore, F -
outliers are potential novel class instances, and they are
temporarily stored in a buffer buf to observe whether they
also satisfy the cohesion property. The buffer is examined
periodically to see whether there are enough F -outliers that
are close to each other. This is done by computing the
following metric, which we call the q-neighborhood silhou-
ette coefficient, or q-NSC [17]. To understand q-NSC, we
first need to define the concept of q; c-neighborhood.

Definition 2 (c; q-neighborhood). The c; q-neighborhood (or
c; qðxÞ in short) of an F-outlier x is the set of q class c
instances that are nearest to x (i.e., q-nearest class c neighbors
of x).

Here, q is a user-defined parameter. For example, c1; qðxÞ
of an F -outlierx is the q-nearest class c1 neighbors of x.

Let �Dcout;qðxÞ be the mean distance of an F-outlier x to its
q-nearest F-outlier neighbors (i.e., cout; qðxÞ). Also, let �Dc;qðxÞ
be the mean distance from x to its c; qðxÞ, and let �Dcmin;qðxÞ
be the minimum among all �Dc;qðxÞ, c 2 {Set of existing
classes}. In other words, cmin; q is the nearest existing class
neighborhood of x. Then, q-NSC of x is given by

q-NSCðxÞ ¼
�Dcmin;qðxÞ � �Dcout;qðxÞ

maxð �Dcmin;qðxÞ; �Dcout;qðxÞÞ
:

The expression q-NSC is a unified measure of cohesion
and separation, and yields a value between �1 and þ1. A
positive value indicates that x is closer to the F -outlier
instances (more cohesion) and farther away from existing
class instances (more separation), and vice versa. The q-
NSC(x) value of an F-outlier x must be computed separately
for each classifier Mi 2M. A new class is declared if there
are at least q0 (> q) F -outliers having positive q-NSC for all
classifiers Mi 2M.

4 FEATURE SPACE CONVERSION

It is obvious that the data streams that do not have any fixed
feature space (such as text stream) will have different feature
spaces for different models in the ensemble, since different
sets of features would likely be selected for different chunks.

Besides, the feature space of test instances is also likely to be

different from the feature space of the classification models.

Therefore, when we need to classify an instance, we need to

come up with a homogeneous feature space for the model

and the test instances. There are three possible alternatives:

1) Lossy fixed conversion (or Lossy-F conversion in short),

2) Lossy local conversion (or Lossy-L conversion in short),

and 3) Lossless homogenizing conversion (or Lossless in

short). In the Lossy-F conversion, the same feature set

(selected for the first data chunk, or first n data chunks) is

used for the entire stream. This makes the feature set fixed,

and maps all training and test instances to this feature set. In

the Lossy-L conversion, each training chunk, as well as the

model built from the chunk, will have its own feature set

selected using a feature extraction and selection technique.

When a test instance is to be classified using a model, the

instance is projected to the feature set of the model. Both

Lossy-L and Lossy-F conversions lose some important

features due to the conversion, hence the name Lossy. To

avoid losing the features, we proposed in [14] the Lossless

conversion, where each classification model has its own

selected set of features. When a test instance x is to be

classified using a model, both the model and the instance

expand their feature sets to the union of their feature sets. We

call this conversion “lossless homogenizing” since both the

model and the test instance preserve their dimensions (i.e.,

features), and the converted feature space becomes homo-

geneous for both the model and the test instance. Therefore,

no useful features are lost as a result of the conversion.

Among these three conversion, we use the Lossless conver-

sion, because we proved both theoretically and empirically

that this conversion is more beneficial than the Lossy

conversions for classification and novel class detection.

Details of the conversion processes and the analyses are

omitted here due to page restrictions but can be found in [14].

4.1 Advantage of Lossless Conversion over Lossy
Conversions

Lossless conversion is preferred over Lossy conversions

because no features are lost due to this conversion. The

advantage of lossless conversion becomes much clearer

when considering the extreme case: where the classifier and

instance feature spaces are orthogonal. Under either of the

lossy conversions, all instances are projected to the origin of

the classifier feature space, and so are classified within

whatever class includes the origin within its boundary.

Worse, all differences between instances have been lost.

Increasing overlap between the two feature spaces alle-

viates the problem, until it disappears at full mutual

overlap, without fundamentally altering the projection that

causes it.
Lossless conversion is also more suitable for novel class

detection. Our main assumption is that Lossless conversion

preserves the properties of a novel class. That is, if an

instance belongs to a novel class, it remains outside the

decision boundary of any model Mi of the ensemble M in

the converted feature space. However, this is not true for a

Lossy-L conversion, as the following theorem states.
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Lemma 1. If a test point x belongs to a novel class, it will be
misclassified by the ensemble M as an existing class instance
under certain conditions when the Lossy-L conversion is used.

Proof. See [14]. tu

This lemma is supported by our experimental results,
which show that Lossy-L conversion misclassifies most of
the novel class instances as existing class. Intuitively, the
lemma expresses the fact that Lossy-L conversion is more
prone to missing novel class instances than the Lossless
conversion because of the loss of information during the
Lossy-L conversion. The main reason for higher novel class
detection rate with Lossless conversion is that usually the
novel classes appear with a new set of features (i.e.,
dimensions), which are characteristic features for that class.
Since the new set of features are ignored by Lossy-L
conversion, detecting the novel instances become almost
impossible. On the contrary, Lossless conversion preserves
the new set of features and makes it easier for the novel
class detector to distinguish the novel class instances from
the existing class. It may appear to the reader that
increasing the dimension of the models and the test
instances may have an undesirable side effect due to the
curse of dimensionality. However, it is reasonable to
assume that the feature set of the test instances is not
dramatically different from the feature sets of the classifica-
tion models because the models usually represent the most
recent concept. Therefore, the converted dimension of the
feature space should be almost the same as the original
feature spaces. Furthermore, this type of conversion has
been proved to be successful in other popular classification
techniques such as support vector machines. In short,
Lossless conversion is at least as good as the Lossy-L
conversion for classification when there is no novel class,
and better than Lossy-L conversion when there is novel
classes in the stream.

5 NOVEL CLASS DETECTION: PROPOSED

APPROACH

Our proposed technique applies the Lossless feature space
conversion (Section 4) for feature-evolving streams, and
also enhances the existing novel class detection technique in
three ways, which are 1) outlier detection using adaptive
threshold, 2) novel class detection using Gini coefficient,
and 3) simultaneous multiple novel class detection. Before
describing the improvements, we briefly outline the overall
novel class detection process.

5.1 Overview

Algorithm 1 sketches the proposed novel class detection
approach. The input to the algorithm is the ensemble M and
the buffer Buf holding the outliers instances. At first, we
create K0 clusters using K-means with the instances in Buf
(line 2), where K0 is proportional to K, the number of
pseudopoints per chunk (line 1). Then each cluster is
transformed into a pseudopoint data structure, which stores
the centroid, weight (number of data points in the cluster)
and radius (distance between the centroid and the farthest
data point in the cluster). Clustering is performed to speed
up the computation of q-NSC value (Section 3.2). If we
compute q-NSC value for every F-outlier separately, it takes

quadratic time in the number of the outliers. On the other
hand, if we compute the q-NSC value of the K0F -outlier
pseudopoints (or O-pseudopoint), it takes constant time.
The q-NSC value of a O-pseudopoint h is the approximate
average of the q-NSC value of each instance in h [18]. This is
computed as follows: First, we define c; qðhÞ in terms of a O-
pseudopoint h.

Algorithm 1. Detect-Novel(M,Buf)

Input: M: Current ensemble of best L classifiers

Buf : Buffer temporarily holding F -outlier instances
Output: The novel class instances identified, if found

1: Ko  (K�jBuf j=S) //S ¼ chunk size K ¼ clusters per

chunk

2: H  K-means(Buf ,K0) //create K0 O-pseudopoints

3: for each classifier Mi 2M do

4: tp 0

5: for each cluster h 2 H do

6: h:sc q-NSC(h) //(equation 1)
7: if h:sc > 0 then

8: tp þ ¼ h:size //total instances in the cluster

9: for each instance x 2 h:cluster do x:sc 
max(x:sc,h:sc)

10: end if

11: end for

12: if tp > q then voteþþ
13: end for

14: if vote ¼¼ L then //found novel class, identify novel

instances

15: Xnov  all instance x with x:sc > 0

16: for all x 2 Xnov do

17: x:ns Nscore(x) //equation 2

18: if x:ns > Ginith then N list N list [ x
19: end for

20: Detect-Multinovel(N list) //algorithm 3, section 5.4
21: endif

Definition 3 (c; q-neighborhood of an O-pseudopoint). Let
e1; e2; . . . ; en be the (existing class) pseudopoints whose
majority class is class c, sorted according to the distance from
h (closest first). Let m be the smallest integer such thatPm

i¼1 weightðeiÞ � q. Then c; qðhÞ ¼ fe1; . . . ; emg.

In other words, c; qðhÞ is the m-nearest pseudopoints of h
belonging to class c, such that the total weight of these
pseudopoints is just equal to or greater than q.

Similarly, the cout; q neighborhood of h is the set of
r-nearest O-pseudopoints of h (including itself) such that
their weight is just equal to or greater than q. That is,
cout; qðhÞ ¼ fh; h1; . . . ; hr�1g, where hi is the ith nearest O-
pseudopoint of h, and r is the smallest number such that
weightðhÞ þ

Pr�1
i¼1 weightðhiÞ � q.

The distance Dðh; hiÞ is defined as the centroid to
centroid distance. The mean distance �Dc;qðhÞ from h to
c; qðhÞ is the weighted average distance:

�Dc;qðhÞ ¼
Pm

i¼1 weightðeiÞDðh; eiÞPm
i¼1 weightðeiÞ

:

Similarly, the mean distance �Dcout;qðhÞ from h to cout; qðhÞ is
computed as:
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�Dcout;qðhÞ ¼
weightðhÞh:�þ

Pr�1
i¼1 weightðhiÞDðh; hiÞ

weightðhÞ þ
Pr�1

i¼1 weightðhiÞ

where h:� is the mean intracluster distance for the cluster
corresponding to the O-pseudopoint h. Therefore, q-NSC(h)
is given by

q-NSCðhÞ ¼
�Dcmin;qðhÞ � �Dcout;qðhÞ

maxð �Dcmin;qðhÞ; �Dcout;qðhÞÞ
; ð1Þ

where �Dcmin;qðhÞ is the minimum of all �Dc;qðhÞ.
Let H be the set of O-pseudopoints. For each classifier

Mi 2M, we compute the q-NSC value of every O-
pseudopoint h 2 H. If the q-NSC value of an O-pseudopoint
h is positive, then we assign the q-NSC value of h to each
instance in the corresponding cluster (line 9). Note that the
q-NSC value for each instance may be different for different
classifiers. We save the maximum value. We also keep a
counter (tp) to count the total number of instances having
positive q-NSC value (line 8). If tp is greater than the
threshold q, then the corresponding classifier votes in favor
of a novel class (line 12). If all the classifiers in the ensemble
vote for a novel class, then we declare a novel class (line 14).
Then, we find the novel class instances (lines 16-19). We
compute the NscoreðxÞ value of all instances x having
positive q-NSC (line 17). If the NscoreðxÞ is greater than
some threshold (Ginith) (see Section 5.3), then we tag the
instance as a novel class instance, and save it in the novel
instances list (N list) (line 18). Finally, we compute whether
there are more than one novel classes (line 20). We assume
that the labels of the instances in the current chunk will be
available when the next chunk of data (i.e., S number of
instances) appears in the stream. Besides, if any outlier
instance in Buf becomes older than S, i.e., the chunk size,
then it is removed. This is done to ensure that only the most
recent instances remain in Buf , i.e., the temporal property
of the outliers is considered. The age of an instance just
arrived is zero. Whenever a new instance arrives, the age of
each instance arrived earlier is assumed to be incremented
by one.

Time and space complexity: Line 2 of algorithm 1
(clustering) takes OðKSÞ time, and the for loop (lines 3-
13) takes OðK2LÞ time. The overall time complexity of
Algorithm 1 is OðK2LþKSÞ ¼ OðKSÞ, since S � KL.
Therefore, the time complexity is linear in S, the chunk
size. We keep two buffers: buf , the outlier buffer and the
training data buffer L. Both buf and L hold at most S
instances. Therefore, the space required to store these
buffers is: OðSÞ. The space required to store a classifier
(along with the pseudopoints) is much less than S. So, the
overall space complexity is also linear in S.

Next, we briefly describe the proposed improvements
and the motivation behind them.

Outlier detection using adaptive threshold. Recall that outlier
detection is a vital part of the novel class detection
technique. If a test instance is outside the decision boundary
of the ensemble of models, then it is considered an F -
outlier, or filtered outlier. However, the decision boundary
is defined by the feature space, or region covered by the
pseudopoints. Each pseudopoint covers a hyperspherical
region in the feature space defined by its centroid and
radius. According to [17], a test instance will be an F -outlier
if it is outside the radius of all the pseudopoints in the

ensemble of models. Recall that the radius of a pseudopoint
is defined by the distance from the centroid to the farthest
point in the cluster. Therefore, if a test instance is outside
the hypersphere but very close to its surface, it will be an
outlier. However, this case might be frequent due to
concept-drift or noise, i.e., existing class instances may be
outside but near to the surface of the hypersphere. As a
result, the false alarm rate (i.e., detecting existing classes as
novel) may be high. To solve this problem, we follow an
adaptive approach for detecting the outliers.

Novel class detection using Gini Coefficient. The F -outliers
detected during the outlier detection phase may occur
because of three different reasons: noise, concept-drift, or
concept-evolution. These three cases may occur simulta-
neously too. To distinguish the F -outliers that occur
because of concept-evolution only, we compute a metric
called discrete Gini Coefficient of the F -outlier instances.
Gini Coefficient is usually used to measure statistical
dispersion. The value of Gini Coefficient is within the range
[0, 1]. Ideally, the higher the dispersion, the higher the value
of the Gini Coefficient. We analytically show that if the Gini
Coefficient is higher than a particular threshold, then we
can be confident of concept-evolution.

Simultaneous multiple novel class detection. It is possible
that more than one novel class may arrive at the same time
(in the same chunk). It is important not only to detect that
there is novel class, but also to detect whether there are
more than one such novel classes. This is a common
scenario in text streams, such as Twitter messages. Note that
determining whether there is more than one novel class is a
challenging problem, since we need to do it in an
unsupervised fashion.

Next, we discuss each of the steps in details.

5.2 Outlier Detection Using Adaptive Threshold

We allow a slack space beyond the surface of each
hypersphere. If any test instance falls within this slack
space, then it is considered as existing class. This slack
space is defined by a threshold, which is referred to as
OUTTH. Note that if this threshold is set too small, then the
false alarm rate will go up, and vice versa. Therefore, we
apply an adaptive technique to adjust the false alarm rate.
First, we explain how to use the threshold, then we will
discuss how to adjust it.

Using OUTTH: Let x be a test instance, and h be the
nearest pseudopoint of x in model Mi, with radius r. Let d
be the distance from x to the centroid of h. We define
inst_weight(x) as follows: inst weightðxÞ ¼ er�d. If r >¼ d,
then x is inside (or on) the hypersphere and inst_weight(x)
>¼ 1. Otherwise, x is outside the hypersphere and
inst_weight(x) < 1. Note that if x is outside the hyper-
sphere, then inst_weight(x) is within the range (0, 1). The
main reason for using this exponential function is that the
function produces values within the range (0, 1), which
provides a convenient normalized value. The value of
OUTTH is also within (0, 1). Now, if inst_weight(x) >¼
OUTTH, then we consider x as existing class instance,
otherwise, x is considered as an outlier. If x is identified as
an outlier for all models Mi 2M, then x is considered as
an F -outlier.
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Adjusting OUTTH: Initially, OUTTH is initialized with

OUTTH_INIT value. Then, the threshold is adapted

according to the following algorithm. We set OUTTH_INIT

to 0.7 in our experiments.
The algorithm takes the latest labeled instance x and the

current OUTTH as input. It checks if x was a false-novel
instance. This means that x belongs to an existing class but
was falsely detected as a novel class instance. If x is false-
novel, then it must have been an F -outlier. Therefore,
inst_weight(x) < OUTTH. If the difference OUTTH -
inst_weight(x) is less than a small constant �, then we call
x as a marginal false-novel instance. If x is found to be a
marginal false-novel instance, then we need to increase
OUTTH so that future instances like this do not fall outside
the decision boundary. Therefore, OUTTH is decreased by a
small value (�). This effectively increases the slack space
beyond the surface of a hypersphere. Conversely, if x is a
marginal false-existing instance (line 3), then x is a novel class
instance but was falsely identified as an existing class
instance by a narrow margin, then we need to decrease the
slack space (increase OUTTH). This is done by increasing
OUTTH by a small value. The marginal constraint is imposed
to avoid drastic changes in OUTTH value. In other words, if
the test instance is NOT a marginal false-novel or false-
existing instance, then the value of OUTTH is not changed.
The value of OUTTH is also changed very slowly for the
same reason. In our experiments, we use � ¼ � ¼ 0:01.

Algorithm 2. Adjust-threshold(x, OUTTH)

Input: x: most recent labeled instance

OUTTH: current outlier threshold

Output: OUTTH: new outlier threshold

1: if false-novel(x) && OUTTH - inst_weight(x) < � then

2: OUTTH � ¼ � //increase slack space

3: else if false-existing(x) && inst_weight(x) - OUTTH < �

then

4: OUTTH þ ¼ � //decrease slack space

5: end if

Fig. 1 illustrates the concept of OUTTH, marginal false-

novel and marginal false-existing instances.

5.3 Novel Class Detection Using Gini Coefficient

After detecting the F -outlier instances using the OUTTH
value discussed in the previous section, we compute the q-
NSC(x) value for each F -outlier instance x using (1). If the q-
NSC(x) value is negative, we remove x from consideration,
i.e., x is regarded as an existing class instance. For the
remaining F -outliers, q-NSC(.) is within the range [0, 1].
Now, we compute a compound measure for each such F -
outlier, called Novelty score or Nscore

NscoreðxÞ ¼ 1� inst weightðxÞ
1�minweight q-NSCðxÞ; ð2Þ

where minweight is the minimum inst_weight among all F -
outliers having positive q-NSC. Nscore contains two parts:
The first part measures how far the outlier is away from its
nearest existing class pseudopoint (higher value - greater
distance) The second part measures the cohesion of the F -
outlier with other F -outliers, and the separation of the F -
outlier from the existing class instance. Note that the value
of NscoreðxÞ is within [0, 1]. A higher value indicates
greater likelihood of being a novel class instance. The
distribution of NscoreðxÞ can be characterized by the actual
class of F -outlier instances. In other words, by examining
the distribution of NscoreðxÞ, we can decide about the
novelty of the F -outlier instance, as explained below.

We discretize the NscoreðxÞ values into n equal intervals

(or bins), and construct a cumulative distribution function

(CDF) of Nscore. Let yi be the value of the CDF for the ith

interval. We compute the discrete Gini Coefficient G(s), for a

random sample of yi, as follows

GðsÞ ¼ 1

n
nþ 1� 2

Pn
i¼1ðnþ 1� iÞyiPn

i¼1 yi

� �� �
: ð3Þ

The main intuition is that if the value of a variable takes a
wide range of values, then (3) should be able to distinguish
this case from the case where the variable is confined within
a very short range of values. The former case occurs for
Nscore(x) if there is a mix of data in the outliers (i.e., both
concept-drift and concept-evolution), and the latter occurs if
the outliers are either mostly existing class or mostly novel
class. Let us consider three different cases and examine the
behavior of G(s) in each case.

Case 1: All NscoreðxÞ are very low, and fall in the first

interval. Therefore, yi ¼ 1 for all i. So G(s) becomes:

GðsÞ ¼ 1

n
nþ 1� 2

Pn
i¼1ðnþ 1� iÞ

n

� �� �
¼ 0

(after simplification). Note that this case occurs when all F -

outliers actually belong to the existing classes.
Case 2: All NscoreðxÞ are very high, and fall in the last

interval. Therefore, yn ¼ 1 and yi ¼ 0 for all i < n. So G(s)

becomes: GðsÞ ¼ 1
n ðnþ 1� 2ð11ÞÞ ¼ n�1

n . Note that this case

occurs when all F -outliers actually belong to the novel class.
Case 3: Finally, we consider the case where NscoreðxÞ is

evenly distributed across all the intervals. In this case yi ¼
i=n for all i. So G(s) becomes:

GðsÞ ¼ 1

n
nþ 1� 2

Pn
i¼1ðnþ 1� iÞiPn

i¼1 i

� �� �

¼ 1

n
nþ 1� 2 nþ 1�

Pn
i¼1 i

2Pn
i¼1 i

� �� �

¼ 1

n
�n� 1þ 2

nðnþ 1Þð2nþ 1Þ
6

2

nðnþ 1Þ

� �� �

¼ nþ 1

n
þ 2ð2nþ 1Þ

3n
¼ n� 1

3n
:

Note that this case occurs if the distribution is mixed, i.e.,

noise, concept-drift and possibly some novel class instances.

By examining the three cases, we can come up with a
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threshold for Gini Coefficient to identify a novel class as
follows:

. If GðsÞ > n�1
3n , declare a novel class and tag the F -

outliers as novel class instances.
. If GðsÞ ¼ 0, classify the F -outliers as existing class

instances.
. If GðsÞ 2 ð0; n�1

3n Þ, filter out the F -outliers falling in
the first interval, and consider rest of the F -outliers
as novel class.

Note that if n!1, n�1
3n ! 1

3 . But for any value of n <1,
n�1
3n < 1=3. For example, if n ¼ 10, then n�1

3n ¼ 0:3. We use
n ¼ 10 in our experiments.

5.4 Simultaneous Multiple Novel Class Detection

The main idea in detecting multiple novel classes is to
construct a graph, and identify the connected components
in the graph. The number of connected components
determines the number of novel classes. The basic
assumption in determining the multiple novel classes
follows property 1. For example, if there are two novel
classes, then the separation among the different novel class
instances should be higher than the cohesion among the
same-class instances.

Algorithm 3. Detect-Multinovel(N list)

Input: N list: List of novel class instances

Output:N type: predicted class label of the novel instances

// Separation phase

1: G ¼ ðV ;EÞ  empty //initialize graph

2: NP list K-means(N list, Kv) //clustering

3: for h 2 NP list do

4: h:nn Nearest-neighbor(NP list - {h})

5: h:sc Compute-SC(h,h:nn) //silhouette coefficient

6: V  V [ {h} //add these nodes

7: V  V [ {h:nn}

8: if h:sc < thsc then //relatively closer to the nearest

neighbor

9: E  E [ {(h,h:nn)} //add this directed edge

10: endif

11: end for

12: count  Con-Components(G) //find connected

components

// Merging phase

13: for each pair of components ðg1; g2Þ 2 G do

14: �1  mean-dist(g1), �2  mean-dist(g2)

15: if �1þ�2

2�centroid distðg1;g2Þ > 1 then g1  Merge(g1; g2)

16: end for

//Now assign the class labels

17: N type empty

18: for x 2 N list do

19: h PseudopointOf(x) //find the corresponding

pseudopoint

20: N type N type [ {(x,h:componentno)}

21: end for

The algorithm takes as input the novel instances (N list)

that are identified using the novel class detection technique.

There are two phases of the algorithm: separation phase and

merging phase. In the separation phase, we separate the

novel class instances into multiple types of instances, and in

the merging phase, we try to merge different types of

instances. At first, we apply K-means clustering to create

Kv clusters, where Kv ¼ KjN Listj=S, i.e., proportional to

K, the number of pseudopoints in each model. Recall that S

is the chunk size. Next, the summary of each cluster is

saved as a pseudopoint, and those pseudopoints are stored

in the NP list (novel pseudopoints list). The graph G is

created in the for loop (lines 3-11). For each pseudopoint

h 2 NP list, we find the nearest pseudopoint of h (line 4)

and compute the silhouette coefficient of h using the

following formula: h:sc ¼ distðh;h:nnÞ�h:�
maxðdistðh;h:nnÞ;h:�Þ , where distðh;

h:nnÞ is the distance between the centroids of h, and h:nn,

i.e, the nearest neighbor of h. Also, h:� is the mean distance

from the centroid of h to all instances belonging to h. In

other words, h:� is the intracluster dispersion, and

distðh; h:nnÞ is the intercluster distance to the nearest

cluster. Therefore, h:sc is a measure of how tight the cluster

is, and h:sc ranges from �1 to þ1. If h:sc is high (close to 1),

it indicates h is a tight cluster and it is far from its nearest

cluster; and if h:sc is low, then h is not so tight, and close to

its nearest cluster.
Again we return to the algorithm, where in lines (6, 7) we

add both h and h:nn to the vertex list V . Then we check
whether h:sc is less than a certain threshold (thsc), and add
the directed edge (h; h:nn) to the edge list E if indeed h:sc is
less than the threshold. Therefore, we are adding an edge
only if h:sc is lower than the threshold, meaning, h is closer
to its neighbor and less tight (lines 8-10). We use thsc ¼ 0:8
in all experiments. Once we have the graph G, we can find
the connected components (line 12), and mark each
pseudopoint with the corresponding component number.
For example, if there are two connected components, all
pseudopoints belonging to the first component will be
tagged as “1” and all pseudopoints belonging to the second
component will be tagged as “2.”

In the merging phase (lines 13-16), we examine different
components of the graph to see whether they can be
merged. For each pair of components ðg1; g2Þ, we first find
the mean distance of each pseudopoint from the global
centroid of the corresponding component (line 14), and then
merge them if the sum of the mean distances is greater than
twice the global centroid distance between g1 and g2

(line 15). In other words, two components are merged if
the mean intracomponent distance is higher than the
intercomponent distance, i.e., the components are less
dense and less separable from each other.

Finally, we assign class labels to each novel class
instance. To do this, first we find the corresponding
pseudopoint of a novel instance (line 19), and assign the
corresponding component number of that pseudopoint as
the class label of the instance (line 20).

6 EXPERIMENTS

6.1 Data Set

We have done extensive experiments on five real and two
synthetic data sets. Due to space limitation, we report only
four of the real data sets.

Twitter data set (Twitter). This data set contains
340,000 Twitter messages (tweets) of 21 different trends
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(classes). Detailed description about this data set can be
found in [14].

Forest cover data set from UCI repository (Forest). The data
set contains geospatial descriptions of different types of
forests. It contains 7 classes, 54 attributes, and around
581,000 instances. We normalize the data set, and arrange
the data so that new classes appear randomly.

NASA Aviation Safety Reporting Systems (ASRS). This data
set contains around 150,000 text documents. Each document
is a report corresponding to a flight anomaly. There are a
total of 55 anomalies, such as “aircraft equipment problem:
critical,” “aircraft equipment problem: less severe,” “in-
flight encounter: birds,” “inflight encounter: skydivers,”
“maintenance problem: improper documentation,” and so
on. Each of these anomalies is considered a class. These
documents represent a data stream since the data set
contains the reports in order of their creation time and new
reports are added on a regular basis.

We perform several preprocessing steps on this data set.
The data set contains many multilabel documents, i.e.,
documents that belong to more than anomaly. First, we
discard all the multilabel documents. Second, we discard
the classes that contain very few (less than 100) documents.
Thus, six classes were selected among the 55, reducing the
total number of selected documents to 25,000. Second, we
extract word features from this corpus, and select the best
200 features based on information gain. The feature values
are produced using the same formula that is used for
Twitter. The data set is arranged so that novel classes
appear at several positions in the stream. Because of the
small number of instances compared to other data sets, we
use ASRS data set only for multinovel class detection.

Reuters corpus volume 1 (RCV1)-v2 data set. The original
data set contains a corpus of newswire stories made
available by Reuters, Ltd. A corrected version of this data
set (RCV1-v2) has been discussed by [12]. The formatted
version of this data set is available online. This online
repository (RCV1-v2/LYRL2004) contains tokenized docu-
ments and their corresponding labels. There are total
804,414 documents. We use the industry category of a
document as its class label.

Several preprocessing steps follow. First, we remove all
the multilabel documents. Then we reduce the number of
classes by choosing the first three letters of each label, and
finally we choose classes containing more than 100 docu-
ments. After all these filtering, the data set contained
222,000 documents and 36 classes. We generate the feature
vector as follows: For each chunk, we select the best
R features using information gain. Then feature values are
computed using the same formula that is used for Twitter.
This data set also exhibits feature-evolution, which we
address using the feature space conversion technique
(Section 4).

In all of the data sets we use euclidean distance as the
distance measure.

6.2 Experimental Setup

6.2.1 Baseline Techniques

MineClass: This is the existing approach proposed in [18].
MCM: This is our approach proposed in this paper, which
stands for multiclass miner in data streams. O-F: This is a

combination of the OLINDDA [19] approach with FAE [22]
approach. We combine these two because to the best of our
knowledge; no other approach can work with dynamic
feature vector and detect novel classes in data streams. In
this combination, OLINDDA works as the novel class detector,
and FAE performs classification. A more comprehensive
description about this baseline can be found in [14].

6.2.2 Parameters Settings

R (feature set size) ¼ 50 for Twitter, and RCV1-v2 data sets.
For Forest cover, the numeric features are used. K (number
of pseudopoints per chunk) ¼ 50, S (chunk size) = 1,000,
L (ensemble size) ¼ 6, q (minimum number of F -outliers
required to declare a novel class) ¼ 50.

See [14] for the parameter settings of OLINDDA and FAE.

6.3 Evaluation

6.3.1 Overall Novel Class Detection

Evaluation approach. Let Enovexist ¼ total novel class

instances misclassified as existing class, Eexistnov ¼ total

existing class instances misclassified as novel class, and

Eother ¼ total existing class instances misclassified as

another existing class, N ¼ total number of instances, and

V ¼ total number of novel class instances. We use the

following performance metrics for evaluation: Mnew ¼
ð100ÞðEnovexistÞ

V i.e., the percent of novel class instances

misclassified as existing class; Fnew ¼ ð100ÞðEexistnovÞ
N�V , i.e., the

percent of existing class instances misclassified as novel

class; ERR = ð100ÞðEnovexistþEexistnov þEotherÞ
N , i.e., the overall

error including missed novel class, false-novel class, and

misclassifications within the existing classes themselves.

We build the initial models in each method with the first

InitNumber chunks. From the InitNumberþ 1st chunk

onward, we first evaluate the performances of each method

on that chunk, then use that chunk to update the existing

models. We use InitNumber ¼ 3 for all experiments. The

performance metrics for each chunk for each method are

saved and averaged for producing the summary result. For

each data set, we generate 10 different stream sequences

and report the average. This is done just to ensure fair

comparison because one approach may have advantage

over other approaches on a specific sequence of a stream.

Although different sequences may have different impact on

novel class detection, they are likely to have the same

impact on classification. Recall that we do not use the ASRS

data set for comparison with baseline because of its small

size. We use the data set only for multinovel class detection.

Figs. 2a, 2b, 2c show the ERR rates for each approach

throughout the stream in different data sets. For example, in

fig. 2a, at X-axis ¼200, the Y values show the average ERR

of each approach from the beginning of the stream to chunk

200 in Twitter data set. At this point, the ERR of MineClass,

MCM, and O-F are 17.2, 1.3, and 3.3 percent, respectively.

Fig. 2d, 2e, 2f show the total number of novel instances

missed for each of the baseline approaches. For example, in
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Fig. 2d, at the same value of the X-axis (¼200), the Y values

show the total novel instances missed (i.e., misclassified as

existing class) for each approach from the beginning of the

stream to chunk 200 in the Twitter data set. At this point,

the number of novel instances missed by MineClass, MCM,

and O-F are 929, 0, and 3,533, respectively.
The ROC curves for different data sets are generated by

plotting false-novel class detection rate (false positive rate if
we consider novel class as positive class and existing classes
as negative class) against the true novel class detection rate
(true positive rate). For example, the Fig. 3a shows the ROC
curves for the Twitter data set, and the area under the curve
(AUC) for MineClass, MCM, and O-F are 0.88, 0.94, and
0.56, respectively.

Table 1 summarizes the results of overall classification
and novel class detection error, i.e., error in classification
and detecting novel class only (not distinguishing multiple
novel classes). For example, the column headed by Mnew

reports the Mnew rates of each approach in different data
sets for the entire stream. In Twitter data set, the Mnew rates
are 24.3, 0.7, and 100 percent for MineClass, MCM, and O-F,
respectively. The column AUC reports the area under the
ROC curves for each data set.

To summarize the results, MCM outperforms MineClass
and O-F in ERR, Fnew and Mnew rates. This is because of the
enhanced mechanism of MCM in detecting novel classes.
Recall that MCM applies an adaptive threshold for outlier

detection, and also employs a probabilistic approach in
recognizing the novel class instances. The net effect is that
the overall Fnew and Mnew rates drop significantly. As a
result, the ERR rate also drops. We would like to emphasize
that it would be unfair to compare with other related works
such as [20] with our work because of several issues (e.g.,
novel class and dynamic feature space) that previous works
did not address. But it is obvious that previous approaches
like in [20] would perform worse than O-F because [20] is
not equipped with a novel class detection module, thereby
misclassifying all the novel classes as existing.

6.3.2 Parameter Sensitivity

We vary different parameters on the RCV1-v2 data set to
test the sensitivity of MCM on them. Figs. 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d
illustrate the effects of different parameter settings. For
example, we observe that if the number of features (i.e., R)
is increased, Mnew as well as ERR rates also decrease. This is
because more feature usually carry more useful discrimi-
natory information. However, after a certain point, this
improvement is diminished because of curse of dimension-
ality. Similarly, if we increase the chunk size, initially we
observe improved classification accuracy as well as reduced
Mnew rate because of the larger training data (Fig. 4b).
However, after a certain point, the error rates increase. This
is because we need to wait longer time for ensemble update,
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causing the ensemble to be outdated. Error rates also

decrease when ensemble size is increased (Fig. 4c) because

of the reduced error variance ([20]). However, in our case,

increasing the ensemble size too much puts a negative effect

on Mnew rate because a larger ensemble means more

restriction on the declaration of the arrival of novel classes.

MCM is not sensitive to parameter K (number of

pseudopoints per chunk). The error rates are the same for

any value of K between 15 and 200 (not shown in the

graphs). Finally, Fig. 4d shows the sensitivity of MCM on

parameter q (minimum number of outliers to declare a

novel class). Naturally, increasing q up to a certain point

helps reducing ERR since a higher value of q gives us a

greater confidence in declaring a new class. But a too large

value of q increases Mnew and ERR since a novel class is

missed by the algorithm if there are less than q instances of

the novel class in a window of S instances. However, in

general, we may tune parameters like q and S by evaluating

the classifier on first few chunks of the stream and using the

best value for the rest of the stream.

6.3.3 Multinovel Class Detection

Table 2 reports the results in multiple novel class detection.
There are four occurrences of two novel classes in Twitter
data set. In other words, two novel classes appear
simultaneously in 4 different data chunks for the Twitter
data set. Similarly, there are two, two, and one occurrences
of two simultaneous novel classes in Forest, RCV1-v2, and
ASRS data sets.

For each occurrence of multiple novel classes, we report
the confusion matrix in a single column. Without loss of
generality, we randomly assign the numbers “1” and “2” to
the two types of novel classes that we have separated. The
entries in the rows headed by “TP” report the number of
type 1 novel class instances correctly detected as type 1.
The rows headed by “FP” report the number of type 2
novel class instances incorrectly detected as type 1.
Similarly, the entries in the rows headed by “Type 2 as
Type 2” report the number of type 2 novel class instances
correctly detected as type 2, and the rows headed by “FN”
report the number of type 1 novel class instances
incorrectly detected as type 2. For example, in the Twitter
data set, and in the first occurrence of two novel classes
(under column “1”), all of the 360 instances of type 1 novel
class are identified correctly as type 1, none of the type 2
novel class instances are incorrectly identified as type 1; 518
of the type 2 novel class instances are correctly identified as
type 2, and 35 of the type 1 novel cls instances are
incorrectly identified as type 2.

We also summarize our findings by reporting the
precision, recall, and F-measure for each occurrence for
each data set. The precision, recall, and F-measure are based
on the misclassification of type 1 novel class instance into
the other kind. For example, the table cell corresponding to
the column headed by “1” and the row headed by “Twitter
F-measure” report the F-measure of multiple novel class
detection on the first occurrence of two novel classes in
Twitter data set. The F-measure is computed by considering
type 1 instances as positive, and type 2 as negative.

Considering the fact that we apply an unsupervised
approach, the results are very promising, having F-measure
greater than or equal to 0.97 in three data sets. For the Forest
data set, the F-measure is lower. This is mainly due to the
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TABLE 2
Summary of Multinovel Class Detection Results

TABLE 3
Running Times (in Seconds)

Fig. 4. Effect of different parameters on error rates. In each case, other parameter values are set to default.



fact that in other data set, the novel classes are well
separated, and therefore, the partitions generated by the
graph-based approach are more accurate. On the other hand,
for the Forest data set, the novel classes are less separable,
and therefore, the graph partitions are less precise.

6.4 Running Times and Scalability

Table 3 reports the running times (training plus test) per
one thousand instances in seconds for each method and
each data set. For example, the row headed by “Forest”
show the running time of each method for Forest data set.
For this data set, the running time of MCM is 0.9 seconds
per 1K instances, whereas that of MineClass is 2.2 seconds
and O-F is 13.1 seconds. Note that MCM is the fastest
approach in all data sets. In each data set, MCM is roughly
25 percent faster than MineClass. The main reason for this
faster running time is that by using the dynamic thresh-
olding and Gini coefficient analysis, MCM filters out most
of the outliers. This reduces the cost of novel class detection
because it is proportional to the number of outliers. Also, O-
F is about C times slower than MCM, where C is the
number of classes in the stream. This is because O-F keeps
C parallel models, each for one class. Furthermore, O-F
does clustering much more frequently than MCM to detect
novel class clusters, making it more costly in high-
dimensional data sets.

Fig. 5 shows the scalability of MCM with varying
number of feature in the data set. We use RCV1-v2 data
set for this test. We vary the feature set size from 30 to 200
and plotted on the graph. It is clear from the trend that
MCM scales linearly with the number of features. For
example, the running time (train plus test per one thousand
instances) of MCM for 30 features is 13.6 seconds, and
23.6 seconds for 50 features.

7 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

We propose a classification and novel class detection
technique for concept-drifting data streams that addresses
four major challenges, namely, infinite length, concept-drift,
concept-evolution, and feature-evolution. The existing novel
class detection techniques for data streams either do not
address the feature-evolution problem or suffer from high-
false alarm rate and false detection rates in many scenarios.

We first discuss the feature space conversion technique
to address feature-evolution problem. Then, we identify
two key mechanisms of the novel class detection technique,
namely, outlier detection, and identifying novel class
instances, as the prime cause of high error rates for
previous approaches. To solve this problem, we propose
an improved technique for outlier detection by defining a
slack space outside the decision boundary of each classification

model, and adaptively changing this slack space based on
the characteristic of the evolving data. We also propose a
better alternative approach for identifying novel class
instances using discrete Gini Coefficient, and theoretically
establish its usefulness. Finally, we propose a graph-based
approach for distinguishing among multiple novel classes.
We apply our technique on several real data streams that
experience concept-drift and concept-evolution and achieve
much better performance than existing techniques.

Our approach uses fixed chunk size S for training. We do
not use any drift detection technique to make the chunk size
dynamic. Therefore, if there is no concept-drift, our
approach will still build a new model for each chunk (i.e.,
one for each S instances). Besides, if there is an abrupt drift,
our approach will take some time to adjust to it. However,
we could have used adopted some dynamic approach using
drift detection technique but our present work emphasizes
mainly on concept-evolution. We shall consider the drift
detection issue in the future to make our approach more
dynamic and robust.

An interesting and relevant question here is what will
happen if one class split into several classes. If after split,
they occupy the same feature space, meaning, the feature
space they were covering before split is the same as the
union of the feature spaces covered after split, none of the
new classes will be detected as novel, because our novel
class detection technique detects a class as novel only if it is
found in the previously unused (unoccupied) feature
spaces. However, if part of one or both of the new classes
occupies a new feature space, then those parts will be
detected as novel. An interesting future work would be to
identify this special case more precisely to distinguish from
the actual arrival of a novel class.
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